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Trains
Ryan Adams

----------------------------------------------------------------------------
			     Trains - Ryan Adams & The Cardinals
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

no body has been tabbing ryan adams for this album so i thought id give it a
go.. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------
			     TRAINS - Ryan Adams & The Cardinals
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Play the intro with your pinkie finger while playing the E chord 

Intro
e|-2-0---0--2-0----------------------------------------------------------|
B|-----2--------2-2-2p0--------------------------------------------------|
G|-----------------------------------------------------------------------|
D|-----------------------------------------------------------------------|
A|-----------------------------------------------------------------------|
E|-----------------------------------------------------------------------|

E
Trains moan in my sleep when I m trying to go to bed
moving way to slow for whatever that they be carryin 
A                                              E
I ve been working hard ever since I was a kid
A
Trains moan in my sleep
                                 E
Seems like something s always moving 

E
Trains moan in my sleep when I m trying to go to bed
moving way to slow for whatever that they be carryin 
A                                           E
I ve been working hard ever since I was a kid
A
Trains moan in my sleep
                                     E
Seems like something s always moving 

Bm              A          Bm
You know I don t always show



                A           Bm       
What it is I m feeling baby doll
                   A               Bm    
You know that the things that you want
A               Bm    
And that the things that you need
A
and the things i got they re his
                                   E
I m gaining on them trains and fast

A
Trains moan in my sleep
                                   E
Into the future and out of the past
E
into the future and out of the past

E
Trains moan in my head when I m trying to go to sleep
Throwin  rocks at the window
                                     
When the sun s crawling up the sheets
A                                                E
And I ve been working hard ever since I was a boy
A
Trains moan in my sleep
                                    E
Gnawing on me like I was a chew toy

Bm              A          Bm
You know I don t always show
                A           Bm       
What ever I m feeling baby doll
                   A               Bm    
You know that the things that you love
A               Bm    
And that the things that you want
A
and the things you need will wait
                                   E
I m gaining on them trains and fast

A
Trains moan in my sleep
                                   E
Into the future and out of the past
E
into the future and out of the past
E
Into the future and out of the past
E



Into the future and out of the past

E
Trains moan in my bedWhen I m trying to go to sleep 
Moving way to slow for whatever that they re carryin 
A                                            E
I ve been working hard ever since I was a kid
A
Trains moan in my sleep
                           E
Seems like I m always moving
A
Trains moan in my sleep
                           E
Seems like I m always moving


